JOIN BRICK BODIES

EXCLUSIVE CORPORATE BENEFITS

DISCOUNTED SIGNATURE MEMBERSHIP

Signature membership for only $24.99 biweekly (regularly $29.99)

- Access to ALL Brick Bodies locations
- Two Welcome Sessions with a Personal Trainer
- Turf Functional Training Area
- Olympic Lifting Platforms and Cardio Equipment
- Indoor and Outdoor Group Exercise Classes Featuring HIIT Classes, Zumba, and Les Mills BODYPUMP
- Cycling Studio
- Mind Body Studio Featuring Yoga and Barre Classes
- HydroMassage Lounges and Pools Available at Padonia and Reisterstown
- Brick Bodies Now - a Virtual Studio with Live and On-demand Classes
- Discounted Memberships for Spouse/Children
- Complimentary Towel Service
- Little Brick’s Childcare Available at Prevailing Rates